Title: CREATING A COMMUNICATION EDITABLE IN A BROWSER INDEPENDENT OF PLATFORM AND OPERATING SYSTEM

Abstract: Methods, systems, and apparatuses, including computer programs encoded on a computer storage medium, for creating a communication including content editable in a browser independent of platform or operating system. A system creates such a communication by defining the communication in markup language having a plurality of elements, adding canvas element(s) as one of the elements, inserting script within the markup language for defining the user specific and non-user specific content as a plurality of user specific and non-user specific objects, establishing coordinates for each of the user specific and non-user specific objects relative to a defined origin, drawing each object at the coordinates established for the object in the canvas element(s) as canvas natives visible in the browser, and interpreting user initiated events for use in editing at least one of the plurality of user specific objects and the plurality of non-user specific objects.
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